SPEAKERS KIT | HARVEE PENE - Author of Cashed Up, TEDx Speaker & Co-Founder of Inspire - Life Changing Accountants. One of Ten Outstanding Young Persons of Australia (2019) & Face of Movember
"Harvee. Thank you very much for your time yesterday. You definitely left an imprint on the team and the themes you spoke about were so aligned to our day and where the team was at it was perfect. You made an impression on my leadership team so have no doubt you can for the state and excited to have you be apart of the ANZ family."

Lara Thomas, District Manager ANZ
"Inspired by our friends (and personal accountants) from inspire. This is the most inspiring accounting firm you will come across. Their vision and execution is world class. Watch this space."

Daniel Flynn, Co-Founder & MD Thankyou
In Australia, there are 2.1M businesses and 90% of them are small businesses. Of them 60% either:

- Earn under $200K.
- Aren't profitable.
- Don't pay themselves a decent salary.
- Can't afford a team.

¾ took on debt, did so to survive.

One thing I've learned from being in business since I was 13 is that Business is TOUGH!

'Business is a walk in the park ... JURASSIC PARK!' 

I believe that the only difference between a Cash Poor business and a Cashed Up business is simply a handful of Smart Financial Decisions.

That's why we wrote the book Cashed Up. Outlining the 7 Smart Financial Decisions to pull more money, time & happiness from your business.

My mission is to help Young Families get Cashed Up, so they can use their Business for Good.

My Mantra: HAVE MORE SO YOU CAN LIVE MORE & GIVE MORE!

Harvee Pene
ABOUT HARVEE PENE

Author, TEDx Speaker & Co-Founder of Inspire - Life Changing Accountants.

Harvee Pene is co-founder of Inspire - Life Changing Accountants (Top 100 Companies in Australia - 2017 & 2018). He is a Business Advisor who helps Young Families get Cashed Up, so they can use their Business for Good.

With more than 20 years business experience, he is the best selling author of the books - CASHED UP, LEGACY, 'BETTER BUSINESS BETTER LIFE, BETTER WORLD' & 'GOOD IS THE NEW GREAT'.

Believing that Good is the New Great, his Top 100 Australian podcast "Inspiring Business for Good" showcases stories of Businesses that exist for the good of their Founders, their Team, their Clients & the World.

At 31 years old Harvee was blindsided by Testicular Cancer. He healed himself and is now a global ambassador for mens health with the MOVEMBER Foundation. Feeling like he now has a second chance in life, he tries to live true to his life's purpose - to DO GOOD & INSPIRE OTHERS.

As trusted advisor & accountants to the founders of Thankyou & ambassador for Buy One Give One and the UN Global Goals, Harvee is on a mission to see the end of extreme global poverty in his lifetime.
THE BOOK


Harvee can include copies of the Cashed Up book as part of a speaking engagement package for your audience.

He can also arrange to be available for signing & photos after his talk.

"If you're looking for ways to Save Tax, Boost Profits & Accelerate your Cashflow, then you definitely want to listen to Ben & Harvee!"

Glen Carlson, Co-Founder of Dent Global (Australia's 9th Fastest Growing Company)
THE TOP 100 PODCAST

Inspirational stories of businesses that exist for good - the good of their founders, their team, their clients and the world.

Harvee's goal is to deconstruct how business leaders make an impact and ultimately prove that businesses who do good, do better.

- Effective Giving and One for One.
- Business model design.
- Vision, Mission & Values led growth.
- Impact at scale.
- Revenue, Profit & Cashflow drivers.
- Attracting top talent.
- World class Leadership.
- And Leaving, Living and Leveraging a Legacy.

"Inspiring Business for Good is like sitting down & chatting with an amazing mentor over coffee each week. Harvee pulls out the gold from each person so that you can make the changes in your business "to inspire & do good." - Emma Small
GOOD IS THE NEW GREAT!

SPEAKER TOPIC 1

Spectacular proof that - "BUSINESSES DO GOOD, DO BETTER."

In a world where 796 Million People find themselves living in extreme global poverty (on about $1.25 per day), who is best to solve this global issue? Politicians? Celebrities? Governments? Churches?

What if the solution were to come from Entrepreneurs, the natural problem solvers? And what if doing good for the world, was also good for you, your team & your clients too?

"Never has there been a more exciting time for all of us to explore this next great frontier where the boundaries between work and higher purpose are merging into one, where doing good really is good for business."

Sir Richard Branson, Virgin Group
STOP GIVING HALF YOUR PROFITS TO THE TAX MAN!

SPEAKER TOPIC 2

Think: Pauline Hanson, Barnaby Joyce, Senator Fraser Anning. When you think about these public servants, do you feel inspired to give them a tip?

It's impossible to get Cashed Up, if you're giving half your profits to the tax man!

So let's learn the strategies behind how we've been able to proactively save our small business clients $8M+ in tax & counting ...

“Epic Work! Trusts & Companies have been enigmatic to me for too long! The way you explained it, along with the common sense risk management is fantastic!”

Liz Kingston, Kingston Human Capital
Ever noticed how no matter how much more you make, there never seems to be enough profit leftover?

Many growing businesses - regardless of size - suffer from a syndrome called "GROWING BROKE" where they find themselves making less and less profit on more and more income.

In a world where we tend to spend everything we earn, protecting your profit is vital.

You were put on this earth to do more than simply ... BREAK EVEN.

"Really great foundations to have a profitable business without sacrificing your passion."

Ale Wiecek, SQR One
Business in general is characterised by big winners and big loser but the majority of business owners exist between these two extremes, for better or worse.

Get Cashed Up is our guide to enabling business owners and their families to enjoy an extremely rewarding life, without living through uncomfortable extremes.

Jam packed full of strategies & exercises that work, case studies that explain and insights & stories that explain all the "HOW's" and importantly, the "WHY's".

If business is a game of numbers, it helps to know the numbers that count!

“Fantastic workshop! Very easy to understand and such valuable and insightful information. A must for every business owner!”

Airlie Coleman, Base Bookkeeping
Imagine a small plane flying over the Pacific Ocean. Halfway across the captain announces, "I've got bad news and I've got good news."

The bad news is that the gauges aren't working. We are hopelessly lost. I have no idea how fast we are flying or in what direction, and I don't know how much fuel we have left.

The good news is that we are making great time!"

Does that sound at all familiar?

That's how most business owners run their numbers. They're flying blind with no dashboard to let them gauge where they are, where they are going, or if they are heading in the right direction.

But somehow they always remain optimistic!
BECOME A GOAL DIGGER

SPEAKER TOPIC 6

Your complete guide to running a business that exists for Good. The good of its founders, its clients, its team & the world.

Learn how join the growing global 'Business for Good' movement by aligning your business to the 17 UN Global Goals - becoming a 'GOAL DIGGER'.

They are a New WAY & and New WHY for business owners to both grow their business, their impact and their legacy.

Welcome to a new pathway for business - or maybe even a new pathway for humanity.

"We can't be the experts on everything but knowledge is powerful so listen to these guys (Ben & Harvee)"

Dr William Huynh, Be Well Dental
They say, “the two most important days of your life are the day you are born, and the day you find out why’. So what is your purpose?

See, our days are numbered ... We don’t know when our time on this planet will be up.

What if, instead of leaving a legacy, we could LIVE our legacy now.

Learn the why, what & how of living a life on purpose, enabling you to INSPIRE BEFORE YOU EXPIRE.

Harvee Pene from Inspire CA - Life Changing Accountants. Thanks for empowering our kids & inspiring our young change makers at Business Camp in Brisbane. We all LOVE our Cashed Up Clap!!

Taj Pabari, Young Australian of the Year
ACCOUNTANTS CHANGE LIVES!

SPEAKER TOPIC 8
Most business owners think that "ACCOUNTANTS ARE BORING."

Truth is, they have the power to help -

* Avoid cash flow crises
* Protect family assets
* Eliminate unnecessary business expenses
* Grow businesses by focusing on KPI's
* Get clarity and a sense of control & direction
* Think through a business model & direction
* Ensure a legacy through Estate Planning
* Ask the hard questions
* Automate invoicing processes.

In short, Accountants Change Lives.

This presentation suits conferences, lecture halls & events of Accounting Professionals, Accountants & Future Accountants.
GET PROFIT
8 HR PROFIT ACCELERATION WORKSHOP

You were put on this earth to do more than simply … BREAK EVEN.

But if you want to make more profit and less loss, you need to -

1- Build a Profit War Chest.
2 - Know Your Numbers.
3 - Stop Giving Half Your Profits to the Tax Man.

Enjoy an inspiring day of mastering the 5 P’s of Profit - Psychology, Priority, Predictability, Protections & Purpose.

"What a magic day with Harvee and Ben at Get Profit ❤️. The key framework these guys provide has been a missing piece in my business operations. Super grateful to come away with so much clarity for how to get cashed up so my business can do more good in the world. ☺️"

Jaemin Frazer, The Insecurity Project
MORE MONEY, TIME & HAPPINESS

2 DAY BUSINESS & LIFESTYLE OPTIMISATION RETREAT

Over two days you will develop a series of 12 month plans, strategies and budgets to help you pull more money, time and happiness from your business.

These will become valuable assets that you will refer to on a daily or weekly basis to allow you to Boost Profits and Accelerate Cashflow in your business.

Based on implementation of the model in the Cashed Up book - 7 steps to pull more money, time & happiness from your business.

"I've never met such groovy, amazing and connected Accountants in my life!"

Phillip Di Bella, The original King of Coffee Culture
Let’s turn your business profits into personal assets that will build your family legacy.

Most arguments in a marriage are around Money, and our mission is to reverse the statistics on divorce by getting couples on the same page about finances.

Focused around building true riches in all areas of wealth - Financial, Time, Physical & Relationships.

"Inspire CA takes the fear away from numbers and makes it real. They feel more like a business partner than just an Accountant."

Sharon Cliffe, Cider Consulting
BUSINESS FOR GOOD

2 DAY PURPOSE, PROFIT & PHILANTHROPY RETREAT

You’ve probably heard the adage - Businesses who do good, do better. Well this retreat will help you do better at doing good.

Over 1.5 inspiring days we will re-engineer your business to make super profits. This will be followed by a life-changing visit to a village to see first hand the impact that can be made when a business chooses to use their profits for a higher purpose.

This is an international retreat hosted annually from 2020 in Bali, Vietnam & Cambodia.

“it’s great to learn more about the bigger impact so many businesses are making thanks to the business for good movement. Every conversation has been incredibly inspiring.”

Brandon Peart, Content Jet.
How can Accountants go from 'Boring' to 'Great' by doing more GOOD?

The UN Global Goals provides a NEW WAY & a NEW WHY for the Accounting Profession to grow their business and the impact they have on the world.

This retreat suits Accounting firm owners and will be run regularly in USA, UK & AU from 2020.

“Harvee shows a real generosity of spirit when sharing his time and he is truly insightful and knowledgeable in the areas of business improvement for today’s professional practice.”

Chris Beks, Ceebeks Accountants & Advisors
GOOD IS THE NEW GREAT!

STOP GIVING HALF YOUR PROFITS TO THE TAX MAN!

BUILD YOUR PROFIT WAR CHEST

GET CASHED UP!

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

BECOME A GOAL DIGGER

INSPRIE BEFORE YOU EXPIRE

ACCOUNTANTS CHANGE LIVES.

GET PROFIT

MORE MONEY, TIME & HAPPINESS

WEALTH FOR LIFE

BUSINESS FOR GOOD

ACCOUNTANTS FOR GOOD
Ben Murphy
Wellness Transformation Specialist at Kula Health
August 14, 2019, Harvee was a client of Ben’s

HP, so authentic and such an inspiring speaker. A master communicator who we love connecting with!

Garry Millburn
Gladiator - Financial Coach
August 13, 2019, Harvee was a client of Garry’s

I have seen Harvee speak twice now. He delivers clear and concise thoughts that challenge the status quo! I truly believe in his efforts to make life more than just about the numbers. If you are looking for proactive and life changing accountants then Harvee and the Inspire are on your side!

Harold (Harry) Tsiamis
Specialising in the Design & Installation of the Most Intelligent Home Security & Automation Systems for Brisbane Homes
August 12, 2019, Harold (Harry) worked with Harvee but at different companies

I just wanted to take a quick moment to give a ‘shout out’ to Harvee, when I recently got to meet him and hear him present at a Key Person of Influence workshop in Brisbane.

He’s a true professional from beginning to end. If I were asked to pick a handful of words to describe him I immediately think of: friendly, accommodating, authentic, generous, professional, intuitive, and quick-witted.

The stand he takes for ‘businesses being better by helping others’ is humbling, and his presentation sharing his life journey was very in tune with the theme of the workshop.

He tailored a message that was spot on in the material, highly engaging and humorous in his delivery, and he held the audience’s attention captive the entire time he was on stage!

After having the pleasure of experiencing Harvee present, I would highly and strongly recommend him for any future speaking event, because of the tremendous value he’ll add. See less

Paul Dunn | The Stunning Power of Small
BIG1 Chairman ● TEDx Speaker ● Master Presenter ● Mentor Global Entrepreneurs ● Host: Global Impact Summit
August 13, 2019, Paul Dunn worked with Harvee but at different companies

The most frequent word I use when I’m speaking about Harvee Pene is this ‘STUNNING’.

When I see him speaking I am stunned by how authentic and connecting he is — no ‘F-bombs’ like so many people — just awesomely great insights time and time again, moving business and our world forward in superb ways.

And what makes those insights especially great is this: Harvee just doesn’t talk about them — he does them and lives them each and every day.

He’s a joy to be with. I feel privileged to know him.

And I’m willing to bet that you’ll feel precisely the same way when you connect with him too. See less

David Cunningham
Business Excellence Manager Southern Queensland at ANZ
August 13, 2019, Harvee was a client of David’s

I have had the pleasure of hearing Harvee speak twice now. Not only is his message genuine and thought provoking but his ability to capture and engage the audience is masterful. I would recommend Harvee to anyone who wants to motivate their teams to do great things.

Joanne (Jo) Schonheim
CAO - Chief Accountability Officer at Dent Global \ Relationship Builder | Creative Thinker
August 13, 2019, Harvee was a client of Joanne (Jo)’s

From the moment Harvee walks on stage, the audience can feel that they’re in for a real treat. The energy that he brings, the authenticity with which he communicates, his generosity of spirit and his highly engaging manner, captivate the crowd instantly. He speaks from the heart, shares personal stories and insights, which make his content all the more impactful and critically relatable.

Harvee leaves people enriched, enlightened, entertained and with a smile on their face that endures long past his presentation. He shifts the way people think. And he leaves them feeling excited and empowered, with an action plan of next steps to bring their ideas to life. See less

Hunter Leonard
Author | Speaker | Mature Age Advocate | Business Owner
August 12, 2019, Harvee was a client of Hunter’s

Harvee is a rare, once in a generation kind of guy. He is not only a great business owner, but he speaks with passion and gratitude, and he really cares about leaving the planet a better place. He does this through action not words. I highly recommend you grab any chance to hear Harvee speak, and if you’re looking for an inspirational person to add to your event as a keynote speaker, stop looking - you found your guy. See less

Carla Maree Simpson
Professional speaker, Author and podcast host
August 16, 2019, Carla Maree worked with Harvee but at different companies

Harvee is a brilliant speaker, really helped and inspired me to take more control over my business and finances Cant wait to see him again Thanks Harvee
Harvey was a rock star. His ability to deliver a motivating and educationally enriching message to a group of children in a funny, energetic and engaging way was incredible. His message was thought-provoking and resonated with the children for the entire event. We really enjoyed meeting and working with Harvey and we would love to have him come back to speak at future events! See less

I have been working in the conference and events industry for 20 years – Producing and Designing and MC’ing and Speaking and have seen some absolutely amazing speakers and storytellers. Harvey is one of them. His stage presence and ability to draw you with great metaphors and stories is literally second to none. He makes the complex simple and his content sticks! One of his stories will be in my mind forever - with a big smile to go with it.
Most importantly, he is 100% authentic (and personable and funny as hell to boot).
I couldn’t recommend Harvey highly enough.
Simon Banks

From the first time I heard Harvey speak at a Dent community event, I have been impressed and blown away. He shares his story and passion so clearly, it makes everyone stand up and take note. I have had the privilege to hear him speak again at Dent & Inspire events and he does not fail! Keep up the great work of changing lives and businesses Harvey. See less

I can recommend Harvey to the highest degree – he is simply incredible. As a speaker, Harvey is well spoken, inspiring, and easy to work with. Pre, during and post event, Harvey and his team were impeccable - they had materials and gifts for our delegates, their tech was prepared and adaptable, and there was no hard sell or bait and switch. The content was fresh and engaging, and the majority of our guests rated Harvey as their favourite speaker from the entire event! See less

I’ve had the privilege of hearing Harvey deliver presentations twice. His content is world class and his delivery style is ultra engaging. He speaks freely out of the overflow of his own journey and is so authentic and passionate about what he offers. His rare mix of qualities and experience makes him unmissable as a speaker. See less

Harvey is such a warm and authentic speaker and one of the biggest areas of approval and feedback from our event attendees. He is a real Game Changer with a massive amount of knowledge in the business and accounting space. Such a great addition to our lineup of social entrepreneurs and business leaders. Harvey is a real authority and a must for any leadership conference, business strategy or thought leadership event. See less

Harvey is a thought provoking and inspiring speaker, always so nimble, knowledge and purposely focus on leaving the audience with insights and new ways of creating impact in the world.
His calm and friendly manner resonates beautifully with his audience, leaving them want more.
I can’t personally wait to hear Harvey again! See less

I’ve had the pleasure of seeing Harvey Pene speak on a number of occasions. Three different events. Two of those events to an entrepreneurial small business audience (a B1G1 conference and a Dent Conference). The third time I saw him speak was at Bambuddha's Corporate Kindness event, a mixed audience of non-profit, corporate, social enterprise and SME’s.

It is testament to his personal style that Harvey can connect so well with his audience across such a broad reach.
Harvey is a storyteller and someone who inspires. He’s quietly spoken but his message rings out with powerful resonance. He’ll make your audience laugh and he’ll make them cry.
If you want someone who can inspire your audience by direct example, that doing good is good for business, Harvey’s your man. See less
HAPPINESS IS THE NEW RICH.
INNER PEACE IS THE NEW SUCCESS.
HEALTH IS THE NEW WEALTH.
KINDNESS IS THE NEW COOL.
GOOD IS THE NEW GREAT.
LET'S TALK!

Harvee will do everything it takes to make sure your event is a huge success. To enquire about Harvee's speaker fee and to make a booking please contact his Chief Experience Officer, Roze Ferrer.

Speaker Enquiries to Roze Ferrer, Chief Experience Officer. Email: Roze@Inspireca.com & Phone: 0424 858 325